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schools as a means of inculcating the children of the new middle classes with the values
and the badges of culture long held by the landed aristocracy. By this emphasis on a
classical, formalistic, moralistic, curriculum, by the whole pattern of life imposed by
the boarding school ethos, and by instituting a competitive examination system based
upon the literary curriculum, the elite could maintain their power despite the moderni-
zation required to build an efficient bureaucracy for government at home and to
conduct the expanded business of a vast new empire abroad. The clue was a "spon-
sored mobility" parallel to that of imperial China.34
Thus, the ideal of secondary education could be preserved in its purest form in
the public schools as a bulwark for the upper class social structure while at the same
time a larger number of children from the middle classes and a trickle of children from
the lower classes could be socialized into the elite culture of "gentlemanly power."35
The selective examination system for the primary schools culminating in the eleven-
plus examination and a system of scholarships for free places were the instruments
used to restrict competition, preserve the hierarchy and yet provide a limited upward
mobility for the lower classes.
Labor saw the selective examination system as calculated to keep workers'
children out of secondary schools while admitting the middle classes to them. The
Trades Union Congress kept up a steady drum-fire of protest against the practice,
arguing that the only solution was a publicly supported system of general secondary
education for aD children, offered in common schools open to all. But meanwhile a
very strong bias toward selectivity on the basis of examinations was reenforced by the
psychological testing movements of the 1920s and 1930s which affirmed that in-
herited differences in intellectual ability required different forms of education and
that such differences could be accurately determined by aptitude tests as early as
eleven years of age. The testimony along these lines of such educationists as John
Adams, Percy Nunn, and Cyril Burt seemed to justify separate kinds of schools after
age eleven and made it more and more difficult to rationalize secondary education for
all children in a common school.36
As a matter of fact, the principle of selectivity maintained a strong hold upon
British public and professional opinion throughout the first two-thirds of the
twentieth century. Even where it was opposed on social and political grounds it was
likely to be accepted on educational grounds. The eleven-plus examination survived all
sorts of onslaughts, and the general examinations at ages fifteen or sixteen leading to
the General Certificate of Education (Ordinary level) and at eighteen or so (Advanced
level) all helped to sort out students for advanced study.
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